We present the BER analysis of antenna array (AA) receiver in reverse-link asynchronous multipath Rician channels and analyze the performance of an improved AA system which applies a reverse-link synchronous transmission technique (RLSTT) in order to effectively make a better estimation of covariance matrices at a beamformer-RAKE receiver. In this work, we provide a comprehensive analysis of user capacity which reflects several important factors such as the ratio of the specular component power to the Rayleigh fading power, the shape of multipath intensity profile, and the number of antennas. Theoretical analysis demonstrates that for the case of a strong specular path's power or for a high decay factor, the employment of RLSTT along with AA has the potential of improving the achievable capacity by an order of magnitude.
INTRODUCTION
CDMA systems have been considered as attractive multipleaccess schemes in wireless communication. But these schemes have capacity limitation caused by cochannel interference (CCI) which includes both multiple access interference (MAI) between the multiusers, and intersymbol interference (ISI) arising from the existence of different transmission paths. A promising approach to increase the system capacity through combating the effects of the CCI is the use of spatial processing with an AA at base station (BS), which is also used as a means to harness diversity from the spatial domain [1, 2, 3] . Generally, the AA system consists of spatially distributed antennas and a beamformer which generates a weight vector to combine the array output. Several algorithms have been proposed in the spatial signal processing
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to design the weights in the beamformer. The application of AA to CDMA has received some attention [4, 5, 6] . For example, a new space-time processing framework for the beamforming with AA in DS-CDMA has been proposed in [4] , where a code-filtering approach was used in each receiving antenna in order to estimate the optimum weights in the beamformer.
For a terrestrial mobile system, RLSTT has been proposed to reduce inter-channel interference over a reverse link [7, 8] with the additional benefit of having a lower multiuser detection, or interference cancelation complexity, than asynchronous systems [9] . Reverse-link synchronous DS-CDMA is therefore considered an attractive technology for future mobile communication systems [10, 11, 12] or mobile broadband wireless access. Synchronous transmission in the reverse link can be achieved by adaptively controlling the transmission time in each mobile station (MS). In a similar way to the closed-loop power control technique, the BS computes the time difference between the reference time generated in the BS and the arrival time of the dominant signal transmitted from each MS, and then transmits timing control bits, which order MSs to "advance" or "delay" their transmission times. The considered DS-CDMA system uses orthogonal reverse-link spreading sequences and the timing control algorithm that allows the mainpaths to be synchronized. This can be readily achieved by state-of-the-art synchronization techniques [9] .
However, previous studies [8, 13] have assumed the presence of Rayleigh fading and have neglected the performance benefit of having a specular component in Rician fading channel, which is often characterized in microcellular environments [14, 15] . Even if [16] presents the analysis of the scenario of a direct line-of-sight (LOS) path, it has not considered the use of spatial processing at cell site (CS). Therefore this paper presents the BER analysis of AA receiver in reverse-link asynchronous multipath Rician channels, and analyzes the performance of an improved AA, in which RL-STT is incorporated to effectively make better an estimation of covariance matrices at a beamformer-RAKE receiver through the analysis of the scenario of a direct LOS path, which results in Rician multipath fading. While RLSTT is effective in the first finger at the RAKE receiver in order to reject MAI, the beamformer estimates the desired user's complex weights, enhancing its signal and reducing CCI from the other directions. In this work, we attempted to provide a comprehensive analysis of user capacity which reflects several important factors such as the ratios of the specular component power to the Rayleigh fading power, the shape of multipath intensity profile (MIP), and the number of antennas.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, system and channel models are described. Section 3 contains the main theoretical results quantifying the probability of bit errors for asynchronous and synchronous transmission scenarios. Section 4 shows numerical results mainly focusing on the system bit error rate (BER) performance. Finally, a concluding remark is given in Section 5.
SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

Transmitter
We consider a single-cell scenario, and both asynchronous and synchronous DS-CDMA reverse link where the CS has the M-element AA, where M is the number of elements in antenna array. The received signals are assumed to undergo multipath Rician fading channels. Assuming K active users (k = 1, 2, . . . ,K), the equivalent signal transmitted by user k is presented as
where b (k) (t) is the user k's data waveform, and υ (k) (t) is a random signature sequence for the user k. It is noted that a random signature sequence is composed of two sequences in the reverse-link synchronous transmission case, that is,
) is a pseudonoise (PN) randomization sequence which is common to all users in a cell to maintain the CDMA orthogonality and g (k) 
) is an orthogonal channelization sequence [7] , where we have P τ (t) = 1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ and P τ (t) = 0 otherwise. On the other hand, we assume that there is one constituent sequence of random signature sequence in the asynchronous case, that is,
) is a PN randomization sequence which is used to differentiate all the reverse-link users. In (1), P k is the average transmitted power of the kth user, ω c is the common carrier frequency, and φ (k) is the phase angle of the kth modulator to be uniformly distributed in [0, 2π). The orthogonal chip duration T g and the PN chip interval T c is related to data bit interval T through processing gain N = T/T c . We assume, for simplicity, that T g is equal to T c .
Channel model
From the propagation measurements of the microcellular environments, the multipath Rician fading channel consists of a specular component plus several Rayleigh fading components [14] . The multipath Rician radio channel can be modeled as a modified Rayleigh fading channel by adding a known and constant specular component to the initial tap of the tapped-delay-line representation of the multipath Rayleigh fading channel [15, 16] . Therefore, the complex low-pass impulse response of the multipath Rician fading vector channel associated with kth user may be written as
with 2 , where α (k) is the gain of the specular component, and β (k) l refers to the Rayleigh distributed envelope of the lth faded path of the kth user. In (2), ϕ
are phase shift, mean angle of arrival (AOA), and the propagation delay, respectively, of the lth faded path of the kth user. Assuming Rayleigh fading, the probability density function (pdf) of signal strength associated with the kth user's lth propagation path,
where
l is the second moment of β
l , and we assume it is related to the second moment of the initial path strength Ω (k) 0 for decaying MIP as
where δ reflects the rate at which the decay of average path strength as a function of path delay occurs. In this paper, we consider uniform and exponential delay power profiles. Note that a more realistic profile model may be the exponential MIP [17, 18] . An important parameter that characterizes a Rician fading channel is defined as the ratio of the specular component power to the average power for the initial scat-
0 , and note that at K (k) r = −∞ dB, the specular path is absent and the channel is a multipath Rayleigh fading environment [16] . Here, it is assumed that multipath Rician fading channel gain is normalized, that is, (
The kth user's lth path array response vector is expressed as
where θ
l is the mean angle of arrival. Throughout this paper, we consider that the array geometry, which is the parameter of the antenna aperture gain, is a uniform linear array (ULA) of M identical sensors. All signals from MS arrive at the BS AA with mean AOA θ
Receiver with CS AA
A coherent BPSK modulated RAKE receiver with AA is considered. Perfect power control and perfect channel estimation are assumed, that is,
for all l and k. The complex received signal is expressed as
where P and ψ
are the average received power and the phase, respectively, of the lth path associated of the kth user. n(t) is an M×1 spatially and temporally white Gaussian noise vector with a zero mean and covariance which is given by E{n(t)n H (t)} = σ 2 n I M , where I M is the M × M identity matrix, n(t) is the Gaussian noise vector, σ 2 n is the antenna noise variance with η 0 /2, and superscript H denotes the Hermitian transpose operator. When the received signal is matched to the reference user's code, the lth path's matched filter output for the user of interest, k = 1, can be expressed as
When a training sequence signal is not available, a common criterion for optimizing the weight vector is the maximization of signal to interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the output of the beamformer RAKE. In (7), u
(1)
l,ni is a total interference plus noise for the lth path of first user. By solving the following problem, we can obtain the optimal weight to maximize the SINR [19] :
where R l,yy and R l,uu are the second-order correlation matrices of the received signal subspace and the interference-plusnoise subspace, respectively, of first path of first user. Here, R l,uu can be estimated by the code-filtering approach in [4] , which is presented as
where R rr means the covariance matrix of the received signal prior to matched filter. The solution is the principal eigenvector corresponded to the largest eigenvalue, λ max , of the generalized eigenvalue problem in matrix pair (R l,yy , R l,uu ), which is presented as
From (7) and (8), the corresponding beamformer output for the lth path and user of interest is
Note that ε = 1 for l = 0 and ε = 0, otherwise. The parameter b (1) 0 being the information bit to be detected, b
l , and ψ
j ) represents the spatial correlation between the array response vector of the kth user at the jth path and the weight vector for the user of interest at the lth path. RW and RW are continuous partial cross-correlation functions defined by [20] . From (11), we can obtain the Rake receiver output from the maximal ratio combining (MRC)z (1) 
l , where the number of fingers L r is a variable less than or equal to L (k) which is the number of resolvable propagation paths associated with the kth user. In addition, we see that the outputs of the lth branch consist of four terms. The first term represents the desired signal component to be detected. The second term represents the MAI from (K − 1) other simultaneous users in the system. The third term is the selfinterference (SI) for the user of interest. Finally, the last term is AWGN.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF A CDMA SYSTEM WITH AA IN DISPERSIVE MULTIPATH RICIAN FADING CHANNELS
Reverse-link asynchronous transmission scenario
To analyze the performance of AA receiver used for the reverse-link asynchronous DS-CDMA system, we employ the Gaussian approximation in the BER calculation, since it is common, and since it was found to be quite accurate even when used for small values of K(< 10), provided that the BER is 10 −3 or higher [21] . Hence, we can treat the MAI and SI as additional independent Gaussian noise and are only interested in their variances. The variance of MAI, conditioned on β (1) l , can be expressed as follows:
where the channel gain parameter B is A (1) for l = 0 and β
The term E b = PT is the signal energy per bit, and (ζ
is the second-order characterization of the spatial correlation between the array response vector of the kth user at jth path and the weight vector of user of interest at lth path, of which more detailed derivation is described in the appendix. The conditional variance ofσ 2 si,l is approximated by [16, 21] 
The variance of the AWGN term, conditioned on the value of β (1) l , is calculated as
Therefore, the output of the receiver is a Gaussian random process with mean
and the total variance is equal to the sum of the variance of all the interference and noise terms. From (13), (14) , and (15), we havē
ζ 2 when k = m or l = j, and (ζ (k,m) l j ) 2 = ζ 2 when k = m and l = j in the appendix. At the output of the receiver, signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) may be written in a more compact form as γ s :
Assuming the β (1) l ) 2 can be found from [22] :
Then the inverse Fourier transform of (19) yields the pdf of X:
And for the case of a uniform MIP, X has a chi-squared distribution with 2L r degrees of freedom, expressed as
Therefore, the average BER can be found by successive integration given as
Employment of reverse-link synchronous transmission
In this section, reverse-link synchronous DS-CDMA transmission is considered to make better an estimation of covariance matrices at a beamformer-RAKE receiver. The performance is analyzed to investigate the capacity improvement of the combined AA and RLSTT structure. In RLSTT, the MSs are differentiated by the orthogonal codes and the timing synchronization among mainpaths is achieved with the adaptive timing control in a similar manner to a closed-loop power control algorithm [7] . The arrival time of the initial RAKE receiver branch signal is assumed to be synchronous, while the remaining branch signals are asynchronous, since this can be readily achieved by powerful state-of-art CDMA synchronization techniques [9] . Therefore, here we characterize the scenario, in which the arrival times of the paths are modeled as synchronous for l = 0 but as asynchronous in the rest of the branches, that is, l ≥ 1. Extending (13) by [8] and [13] , the variance of the MAI for l = 0, conditioned on β
l , can be expressed as follows:
Similarly, the variance of MAI for l ≥ 1 is
From (14), (15), (23), and (24), the SNR at the output of the receiver may be expressed as
where (ζ be evaluated as
where 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this paper, we have investigated the BER performance of AA system both with RLSTT and without RLSTT, considering several important factors such as the ratio of the specular component power to the Rayleigh fading power, the shape of MIP, and the number of antennas. In all evaluations, processing gain is assumed to be 128, and the number of paths and taps in RAKE is assumed to be the same for all users and denoted by three, where it includes the specular component.
The decaying factor is considered as 1.0 for the exponential MIP and 0.0 for the uniform MIP. The sensor spacing is half the carrier wavelength, and an important parameter that characterizes a Rician fading channel is defined as the ratio of the specular component power to the Rayleigh fading power which is assumed to be the same for all users, that is, K (k) r = K r . Figure 1 shows uncoded BER performance as a function of E b /N 0 , when the number of users is twelve, the number of antennas is four, and K r = −∞, −7, and −3 (dB) are assumed. It is noted that using RLSTT may enhance the achievable performance of the AA system, since RLSTT tends to make better the estimation of covariance matrices for beamformer-RAKE receiver. Furthermore, it is shown that the performance gains between AA with RLSTT and AA without RLSTT increase as the ratio of specular power increases. The results confirm that the analytical results are well matched to the simulation results. Figure 2 shows the BER system performance as a function of number of antennas, when E b /N 0 = 10 (dB) and the number of users is sixty. The curves are parameterized by different values of K r = −3, −2, −1, and 0 (dB) and indicate that the CS AA system with RLSTT increasingly outperforms the corresponding system without RLSTT when the parameter of K r increases. Note that comparing Figure 2a and Figure 2b characterizes the effects of increasing the MIP decay factor from δ = 0.0 to δ = 1.0. Intuitively, the received power of the nonfaded specular component increases as the parameter δ increases. This enhances the achievable performance of the system with RLSTT, compared to the system without RLSTT, significantly. In Figure 3 , the BER performance is reflected as a function of the number of users, when the various ratios such as K r = −3, −2, −1, and 0 are considered, E b /N 0 = 10 (dB), and the number of antennas is chosen to be four. RLSTT makes a DS-CDMA system with AA insensitive to the number Bit error rate
Number of users Bit error rate Number of users system with RLSTT, compared to the system without RLSTT, increases as the parameter δ increases. In Figure 4 , the minimum K r required to achieve BER of 10 −7 is encounted as a function of the number of users for different decay factors, that is, δ = 0.0 and δ = 1.0, when E b /N 0 = 10 (dB), M = 4, and L r = L (k) = 3. The figure demonstrates that while in the exponential MIP of δ = 1.0, AA without RLSTT is required to keep more than 1 (dB) in order to achieve the user capacity of 60 users, AA with RLSTT may make loose the requirement to −3 (dB). The figure can also be used to find the overall system capacity for a given K r and the decay factor.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented an improved AA, in which RL-STT is incorporated to effectively make better an estimation of covariance matrices at a beamformer-RAKE receiver. The results show that the addition of an unfaded specular component to the channel model increases the performance difference between with RLSTT and without RLSTT in the CS AA systems. Furthermore, the exponential MIP decay factor has a substantial effect on the system BER performance in a Rician fading channel. These results, however, do not take into account effects such as coding and interleaving. Additionally, it is apparent that RLSTT has superior performance and/or reduces the complexity of the system since AA with RLSTT with fewer numbers of antennas can obtain the better performance than AA without RLSTT.
